Preceptor Training
Getting Started with Your Preceptorial
Friday, August 30, 2013
12-3 p.m. in MRH (SOLES) Bishop Buddy Sala & 102

Celebrating SoTL at USD
The scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) will be highlighted in this year’s CEE programming. SoTL involves research and productive scholarship on engaged teaching and learning. The CEE will host events each semester showcasing the SoTL work of faculty at USD including the SoTL writing group.

Blackboard Organization:
Center for Educational Excellence
Here you will find resources from past CEE events (including past webinars), articles, videos, and links to online teaching and learning journals.

Sign up to be enrolled the next time you register for a CEE event, or call or email to request. Once you are enrolled, you will see “Center for Educational Excellence” under “My Organizations” on the Blackboard Welcome page (the page that pops up after you login). Resources and archives are continually added. We encourage you to check in frequently to see what’s new and take advantage of the offerings.

Course Design-Drop in Clinics
Thursday, August 15, 2013, 9:30 - 11:30 a.m.
Wednesday, August 21, 2013, 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Monday, August 26, 2013, 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
All Located in the Copley Library Seminar Room
Stop by and take advantage of the resources that the Center for Educational Excellence has to offer in the areas of syllabus construction, writing course learning outcomes, creating assignments, and designing assessment tools. Faculty and CEE staff will be on hand to assist you with your course design and development.

Please register at least 3 days in advance of an event
WEB: www.sandiego.edu/cee (calendar of events & registration) www.sandiego.edu/cee/events/registration.php (registration)
PHONE: (619) 260-7402 (registration, questions)
EMAIL: cee@sandiego.edu (registration, questions)
USD Just Read!
Selection for 2013-2014
The Ghost Map
by Steven Johnson

In a triumph of multidisciplinary thinking, Johnson illuminates the intertwined histories of the spread of disease, the rise of cities, and the nature of scientific inquiry, offering both a riveting history and a powerful explanation of how it has shaped the world we live in.

USD Just Read! encourages literacy and deep dialogue on social themes presented through outstanding literature. The program promotes active learning and reading within the USD community.

USD Just Read! presentations, book discussions, and other events will be announced in upcoming CEE newsletters and registration will be available through the CEE website. A limited supply of books are currently available for check out from CEE, Human Resources, and the Copley Library.

Contact us if you are interested in possible programming, course and syllabus integration, or collaborative projects for next year. You are also welcome to join the new Blackboard Organization where you will find resources related to The Ghost Map and university common read programs in general.

Coming in September

◊ The USD Diversity Toolkit – September 5
◊ New & Junior Faculty Social at Casa Guadalajara – September 5
◊ Fabulous First Friday: “It is not too late, there are still things you can implement to help your students engage and retain information.” – September 6
◊ iPadagogy in Full Bloom – September 6
◊ Rank and Tenure – September 10
◊ Academic Program Review – September 13
◊ CEE & ATS Tech Talk: Mobile Technology Apps with an Emphasis on EndNote – September 27

CEE Newsletter has Gone Digital

The CEE newsletter is now being distributed via email. However, we would be happy to continue to send you a hard copy upon request.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE CEE BLOG!
The CEE Blog has a listing of all our events, continually updated news, and resource links

Keep up to date with the events
Take a look at interesting articles that relate to teaching and technology in the classroom

To subscribe: visit sites.sandiego.edu/cee, scroll down, and click on “subscribe to USD Center for Educational Excellence blog by Email”